BMG TO REISSUE URIAH HEEP ALBUMS IN 2016-2017

EXTENSIVE CD & DIGITAL REISSUE PROGRAMME CURATED BY URIAH HEEP’S FOUNDER MEMBER MICK BOX

NEW 2 DISC ANTHOLOGY ‘YOUR TURN TO REMEMBER: THE DEFINITIVE 1970-1990’ & EXPANDED EDITION OF THEIR CLASSIC DEBUT ‘VERY ’EAVY, VERY ’UMBLE’

RELEASED BY BMG 16th SEPTEMBER 2016

BMG are delighted to announce an extensive reissue programme commencing in September 2016 and continuing through 2017, of the seminal albums by British hard rock legends Uriah Heep who are one of the big four along with Led Zeppelin, Deep Purple and Black Sabbath.

Created with the full collaboration of Heep themselves and curated by guitarist and founder member Mick Box, the reissues come as 2CD expanded packages, with the original LPs on CD1 re-mastered by renowned engineer Andy Pearce of Lou Reed and Black Sabbath fame and complete with liner notes by the bestselling rock author Joel McIver. Box and Heep’s sometime member Ken Hensley, composer of many of the band’s best-known songs, contribute to each album’s notes.

As Mick Box explains: “We were very green! If the engineer had said, ‘Stand in a fire bucket and plug your guitar into that radiator’, we probably would have done it. We had no experience of the studio at all. Two years later we were in America, playing to between 10,000 and 20,000 people a night. We were in a big bubble, with all the private Learjets and so on: I don’t think I went through an airport for 10 years! We were picked up by limos on the tarmac, and all that stuff. We’d take whole floors of hotels, with bodyguards outside each room. It got to those heady, silly heights, but I was personally always up for the fun of it. I never believed it was going to continue, but some did, which was a bit unfortunate…”

Additionally released in September is Heep’s 1970 debut album ...’Very ‘Eavy ...Very ‘Umble’ - a must-buy for many fans. Originally released on the magnificent Vertigo spiral label with original mint condition first pressings now commanding a price of £500+, it is bursting at the seams with creativity and a desire to make a mark in the most fertile era that rock music has ever known, the album was a powerful statement of intent, showcasing the incredible vocals of the late David Byron. Witness the opening cut ‘Gypsy’, the musicians stop and start on a dime in a classic opening sequence before Byron’s soaring vocals introduce the ever-lovin’ subject matter. Hensley’s immense organ solo, which not only occupies most of the song’s midsection, but also restarts the entire song towards its back end, is a showcase of a young, hot musician with everything to prove. The musicianship shines bright throughout the album; from the Hendrix inspired blues rocker ‘Real Turned On’, and the Mellotron soaked ‘Come Away Melinda’, to the bombastic ‘Dreammare’ and majestic closer ‘Wake Up (Set Your Sights)’, Heep’s debut showcased a very promising new rock band flexing some serious musical muscle.

This new issue of ‘Eavy brings together the newly re-mastered original album with a second disc of never before issued alternate mixes. Three tracks on CD2 are from the late period Spice (pre Heep) sessions (just prior to Ken Hensley joining the fold) and the rest are all from the Very ‘Eavy sessions, recorded over a period of several months in late 1969 and early 1970. These bonus tracks were recently discovered by Heep uber fan, Robert Corich who has a library of unreleased music used across these re-issues.

Box adds: “Creativity in Uriah Heep was at a peak at the time. Nobody was breathing down our necks, so we moved into a more progressive field after ‘Very ‘Eavy... Very ‘Umble’. We were getting into a period where we would just write things and let them go where they wanted to go, rather than writing to a format. Not that there had been a format before, but this time we really let our hair down, if you like! We decided that there would be no restrictions whatsoever.”

Organist Ken Hensley looks back at this era fondly, saying: “It was beginning to sink in that we were onto something. The management company, the record company, the publishing company and everyone else were all on board, and we had made a bit of an impact with the first album, especially in Europe, so we had some momentum. I took most of the tracks in their rawest forms to the band, and together we turned them into full songs.”

The Uriah Heep reissue programme continues with 1970’s ‘Salisbury’ featuring the huge international hit, ‘Lady In Black’.
YOUR TURN TO REMEMBER: THE DEFINITIVE ANTHOLOGY 1970-1990

BMGCAT2CD60 2CD
BMGCATDIG60 Digital

DISC 1
1. GYPSY
2. COME AWAY MELINDA
3. BIRD OF PREY
4. LADY IN BLACK
5. LOOK AT YOURSELF
6. JULY MORNING – JAPANESE SINGLE EDIT
7. EASY LIVIN'
8. THE WIZARD
9. SUNRISE
10. SWEET LORRAINE
11. STEALIN'
12. SWEET FREEDOM
13. THE SHADOWS AND THE WIND
14. SUICIDAL MAN
15. RETURN TO FANTASY
16. DEVIL'S DAUGHTER

DISC 2
1. WEEP IN SILENCE
2. CAN'T KEEP A GOOD BAND DOWN
3. SYMPATHY
4. FIREFLY
5. FREE N’ EASY
6. FREE ME
7. WOMAN OF THE NIGHT
8. COME BACK TO ME
9. IT AIN’T EASY
10. NO RETURN
11. TOO SCARED TO RUN
12. CHASING SHADOWS
13. STRAIGHT THROUGH THE HEART
14. THE OTHER SIDE OF MIDNIGHT
15. ROCKARAMA
16. POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL
17. VOICE ON MY TV
VERY ‘EAVY, VERY ‘UMBLE

BMGCAT2CD55 2CD
BMGCATDIG55 Digital
BMGCATDIG55 Digital/MFIT
BMGCATHDIG55 Digital HD

1970 debut album features a mix of progressive rock and what became known as heavy metal, and is presented on CD1 newly re-mastered by renowned mastering engineer Andy Pearce.

CD2 is an ‘alternative expanded’ reimagining of the album, comprised of unreleased versions of songs compiled by Robert Corich and Mick Box.

DISC 1 THE ORIGINAL LP REMASTERED

1. GYPSY
2. WALKING IN YOUR SHADOW
3. COME AWAY MELINDA
4. LUCY BLUES
5. DREAMMARE
6. REAL TURNED ON
7. I’LL KEEP ON TRYING
8. WAKE UP (SET YOUR SIGHTS)

DISC 2 AN ALTERNATE VERY ‘EAVY, VERY ‘UMBLE

1. GYPSY
2. REAL TURNED ON
3. DREAMMARE
4. COME AWAY MELINDA
5. BORN IN A TRUNK
6. WAKE UP (SET YOUR SIGHTS)
7. I’LL KEEP ON TRYING
8. WALKING IN YOUR SHADOW (ALTERNATIVE VERSION)
9. LUCY BLUES
10. BORN IN A TRUNK
11. MAGIC LANTERN
12. BIRD OF PREY (U.S. ALTERNATE MIX)
* ALL TRACKS ON CD2 PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED

LIVE DATES:
28.10.16 Belfast SSE Arena – (supporting Status Quo) N. Ireland
29.10.16 Dublin 3Arena – (supporting Status Quo) IRE

Special guests to Status Quo
10.11.16 Hamburg Barclaycard Arena – GER
11.11.16 Leipzig Arena – GER
12.11.16 Passau Dreiländerhalle – GER
14.11.16 Berlin Max-Schmeling-Halle – GER
15.11.16 Erfurt Messehalle – GER
17.11.16 Rostock Stadthalle – GER
18.11.16 Emden Nordseehalle – GER
19.11.16 Köln Lanxess – GER
21.11.16 Frankfurt Jahrhunderthalle – GER
22.11.16 Bamberg Brosearena – GER
24.11.16 Oberhausen König-Pilsner-Arena – GER
25.11.16 Hannover Swisslife – GER
26.11.16 Magdeburg Stadthalle – GER
29.11.16 Stuttgart Porsche Arena – GER
30.11.16 München Olympiahalle – GER
06.12.16 Bergen op Zoom Gebouw T – Netherlands